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Abstract. Guided Waves (GW) inspection is a popular methodology employed by 
many Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems. GW inspection is typically 
performed through phased arrays featuring a large number of piezoelectric 
transducers. The weight penalty, the complex circuitry, and maintenance concerns 
associated with wiring a large number of transducers have to be addressed for 
widespread field deployment of these type of SHM systems.  
 Drastic hardware simplification and cost reduction of Guided wave (GWs) 
based systems can be achieved by using shaped transducers that present inherent 
directional capabilities when generating and sensing elastic waves. In particular, 
Frequency steerable acoustic transducers (FSATs) are based on a spatial filtering 
effect which is frequency-dependent, so that a direct relationship can be established 
between the direction of propagation and the spectral content of the 
transmitted/received differential signals.  However, in the first practical realizations 
of FSATs, waves are excited or sensed contemporarily in one direction and in the 
opposite direction (180° ambiguity). 
 In this work, a new generation of FSATs is proposed, which allows to 
eliminate the 180° ambiguity by combining the information of 2 differential signals 
rather than one [1], as happened for the 1st generation FSATs. The result of this 
combination is a signal whose spectrum peaks at a frequency “f_d”. The 
piezoelectric load distribution of the novel FSAT realization is designed so that the 
value of “f_d” varies as a function of the wave direction of propagation in an 
arbitrary angular range. The proposed embedded system allows to implement a 
SHM system with lower weight and size w.r.t. the actual structural monitoring 
systems. 
  
 

Introduction  

Guided Waves (GW) inspection is a popular methodology employed by many Structural 
Health Monitoring (SHM) systems. GW inspection is typically achieved through phased 
arrays featuring a large number of piezoelectric transducers. Such large number of 
transducers is necessary to focus the acoustic energy in specific regions of the inspected 
medium (beam-steering), such task is complicated by the characteristics of the guided 
propagation which features a highly dispersive and multi-modal behavior [1][2]. The 
weight penalty, the complex circuitry, and maintenance concerns associated with wiring a 
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large number of transducers have to be addressed for widespread field deployment of SHM 
systems.  

Drastic hardware simplification and cost reduction of Guided wave (GWs) based systems 
can be achieved by using shaped transducers that present inherent directional capabilities 
when generating and sensing elastic waves. In particular, Frequency steerable acoustic 
transducers (FSATs) are based on a spatial filtering effect which is frequency-dependent, so 
that a direct relationship can be established between the direction of propagation and the 
spectral content of the transmitted/received differential signals [3].  However, in the first 
practical realizations of FSATs, two main limitations appeared: i)  waves are excited or 
sensed contemporarily in one direction and in the opposite direction (180° ambiguity), ii) 
just a relatively rude approximation of the desired directivity has been achieved, resulting 
in a wave generation/detection  even in directions other than the desired one.  

In this work, a new generation of FSATs is proposed, which allows to overcome the above 
mentioned limitations. In particular, the 180° ambiguity is eliminated by combining the 
information of 2 differential signals rather than one [3], as happened for the 1st generation 
FSATs. The result of this combination is a signal whose spectrum peaks at a frequency 
“f_d”. The piezoelectric load distribution of the novel FSAT realization is designed so that 
the value of “f_d” varies as a function of the wave direction of propagation in the whole 
angular range. The proposed embedded system allows to operate on composite panels 
tackling anisotropic and dispersive propagation, and to implement a SHM system with 
lower weight and size w.r.t. the actual monitoring systems. 

 
 

2. Theoretical Background  

Following the theory presented in [4][5], the voltage measured by a piezoelectric transducer 
and due to an incident wave mode m can be written as: 

 撃陳岫�, �岻 = 倹戟陳岫�, �岻茎岫�岻倦陳岫�, �岻� 岾倦怠,陳岫�, �岻, 倦態,陳岫�, �岻峇   (1) 

 
where θ is the direction of arrival of the incident wave mode m, Um represents the 
amplitude of the wave mode at the considered angular frequency ω, H is a function of the 
piezo-structure system, km is the angular wavenumber for the considered wavemode (while 
k1,m and k2,m are its components along the orthogonal directions 1 and 2), and D is a 
function (namely, the Directivity function) of the wavenumber which can be computed as: 

 �岫倦怠, 倦態岻 = ∫ 結珍岫賃迭�迭+賃鉄�鉄岻血岫�怠, �態岻Ω 穴�怠穴�態           (2) 
 

i.e. the 2D-Fourier Transform of the weight function (or load distribution function) 
f(x1,x2), which represents the effect of the piezoelectric patches shapes and polarizations.  

Being D and f a Fourier pair, it has been shown in [3] that it is convenient to design 
the desired directivity function in D and then apply the Fourier transformation to obtain the 
piezo-transducer geometry which actually produces such directional behaviour. In this 
paper, the directivity function is shaped as a 180°-spiral, as schematically depicted in Fig. 
1.  
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Fig. 1. Directivity function to be realized to implement the frequency steering concept.  

 
 
 
More specifically, the Directivity function is given by the following formula: �岫倦怠, 倦態岻 = ∑ �結�(倦怠−紘怠,津, 倦態−紘態,津)�n=怠      (3) 

where N is the number of kernel functions Ker(k1-γ1,n, k2-γ2,n) replica used to synthesize the 
directivity function. In the proposed approach, Gaussian kernels are used: 

�結�岫�な, �に岻 = に�� 岾�態峇態 exp岫− 岾�態峇態 岫�な態 + �に態岻岻 (4) 

Where b is an arbitrary parameter, while γ1,n and γ2,n are given by: 
 

   (5) 

 with ωn e θn selected so that: 

   (6) 
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The load distribution f which corresponds to the Fourier Transform of (6) is a 
complex function. In particular, the imaginary and real load distribution corresponding to 
the directivity function of Figure 1 are depicted in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. 

 
(a)    

 
(b) 

Fig. 2. Complex load distribution corresponding to the Directivity function depicted in Fig. 1: imaginary part 
(a); real part (b).  

 
A complex thresholding function is used to determine the shapes of the piezoelectric 
transducer electrodes. Such procedure is schematically depicted in Fig. 3. Each point of the 
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spatial domain of the load distribution is associated to 4 different electrodes E1-E4, more 
specifically: 
 when �結(血岫�な, �に岻) > |荊�岫血岫�な, �に岻岻| + 絞 the point is attributed to E1  
 when �結(血岫�な, �に岻) < −|荊�岫血岫�な, �に岻岻| − 絞 the point is attributed to E2  
 when 荊�(血岫�な, �に岻) > |�結岫血岫�な, �に岻岻| + 絞 the point is attributed to E3  
 when 荊�(血岫�な, �に岻) < −|�結岫血岫�な, �に岻岻| − 絞 the point is attributed to E4  
where 絞 is an arbitrary positive value. 

Fig. 3. Quantization strategy for the complex valued load distribution  (a); FSAT electrodes shapes (b).  

 

 
Fig. 4. Directivity function after quantization.  

 

(b)
 

(a) 

(a)
 

(a) 
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Fig. 5. Directivity function after swapping the quantized real part with the imaginary part of the load 

distribution.  

 
It is worth noting the effect of quantization on the directivity function (see Fig. 4). In 
particular, the quantization produces some undesired sidelobes, which will result in 
secondary peaks in the FSAT frequency response. In addition, it is important to notice that 
it is possible to change the half-space inspected by the transducer simply by swapping the 
real and imaginary part of the load distribution (see Fig. 5).  

3. Results 

 The FSAT design procedure described in the previous section was tested with 
numerical simulations. More specifically, the propagation of Lamb waves in an aluminium 
plate 3 mm thick was simulated. The acoustic waves are generated by 6 impulsive sources 
placed at 6 different angular positions (0°, 30°, 60°, 120°, 150° and 180°, respectively) with 
respect to the transducer itself. The frequency response of the FSAT transducer as a 
function of the wave direction of arrival is depicted in Fig.4. It is worth noting how the 
frequency spectrum of the four signals is substantially different because it peaks in different 
positions, which are close to the nominal values (pointed by the vertical lines) imposed by 
the design procedures. In particular, it is different the frequency response of the FSAT 
transducer when the incident wave travels from opposite directions (0° and 180°), thus 
showing that the limitation associated with the first FSAT realizations is overcome. 

 The simulated results show that undesired side lobes in the spiral shaped directivity 
function may appear. As shown in [6], such sidelobes can be reduced by applying more 
sophisticated thresholding procedures in order to enhance the angular resolution performance 
of FSAT-based inspection methods. 
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 Fig. 6. Frequency spectrum of the signal acquired by the FSAT transducer when excited by an impulsive 

source placed at 0° (a), 30° (b), 60° (c), 120° (d), 150° (e), 180° (f).  
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4. Conclusions  

 
In this paper a novel strategy to realize Frequency Steerable Transducers was presented. In 

the first practical realizations of FSATs, waves were excited or sensed contemporarily in one 
direction and in the opposite direction (180° ambiguity). In this work, a new FSAT design 
methodology is proposed, which allows to eliminate the 180° ambiguity by combining the 
information of 2 differential signals rather than one. Thanks to this strategy, a complex 
piezoelectric load distribution was designed, suitable to steer the acoustic beam over arbitrary 
angular ranges. Initial FSAT design attempts based on the local variation of piezoelectric 
material density have been made to increase the transducer directivity and reduce sidelobes 
[6][7]. 
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